
SPACE CIRCUS

A GAME ABOUT CONVERSION



OUR BIG IDEA

Concepts explored: Fractions and percentages.

Everyday life analogue: Currency conversion while traveling (including some resource management).

Setting: Relatively far in the future, where humanity has spread out around the galaxy—and has 
come into contact with many different alien worlds and species in the process.

Player character: A human child (8-to-10-years old) from a small, human colony on some backwater 
planet, who has inherited a run-down space circus from an uncle the PC didn’t know he/she had. 
The PC also inherits a spaceship, along with some money and a mandate—to assemble the greatest 
circus in the galaxy and travel to humanity’s homeworld, Earth, to put on a show.



OUR BIG IDEA

Gameplay/narrative: The PC must take a meandering route to Earth, traveling to different planets 
along the way. The principle gameplay actions/puzzles will involve currency conversions (and, to a 
lesser extent, resource management) as the troupe travels from planet to planet on their route to 
Earth. Additional, related actions could include:

● signing up (or contracting) various alien performers who have various abilities/talents 
(perhaps filling quotas for certain categories—e.g. acrobats, clowns, six-legged-musicians, 
etc.);

● procuring various resources in order to keep performers fed/clothed/healthy/happy along the 
trip;

● paying tolls, taxes, fines, etc.;
● putting on a show now and again to supplement the inherited money (the amount perhaps 

determined by some sort of applause meter that measure audience reaction).



the universe you’ll be traversing



some characters you may meet



some sample conversions



sample questions

➢ One dollar is worth 2,400 tomas, the currency on the planet Oozweck.  If you 
bought a can of soda for $0.75 back on Earth, what would the equivalent price 
be in tomas?

➢ Leaders of the planet Nyakoi have just announced that prices have changed.  
Now, everything costs 2/3 the price.  If a piece of space fruit was 18 bututs 
before, how much will it be now?

➢ Your star acrobat has been selling out shows and she is demanding a raise. 
You currently pay her 130 ooblecks a night, but she wants a 20% raise. How 
many ooblecks is she asking for?



some more sample questions

➢ Your space elephant is getting fat. You currently feed him 200 pounds of 
peanuts a week, but the circus vet says you must reduce his peanut intake by 
⅗. How many pounds of peanuts can you give him now?

➢ You want to convince the Stellar Sisters to join your Space Circus. They are 
from the planet Frugg, where the currency is in Putts. However, you only have 
Earth dollars. One dollar is worth 4 Putts. Can you pay their asking price of 
6,000 Putts per month? You have budgeted $1,000 for a sibling act.



if there’s time...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=wXSjAAsUz3I

(Start at 2:01)
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